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our moral compass
Andv Coolilan consisting offour different twice as permissible as the other iust doesn't seem upsetting.Andy Coghlan

scenarios of varying acceptability.
In one, for example, someone kills
another by mistakenly adding

volunteers, who opted for 2.5. "Normally, intention always
And the impaired group all rated trumps outcome," she adds.

scenario on a scaie of r to 7.
The volunteers with brain

damage gave failed attempts at
intentional harm a 5, rating it

accidental harm to someone as
being less morally acceptable

permissible as Iong as no actual
harm was dong" says Young.
Perhaps without intact emotional
responses, a failed attempt to kill

But emotion isn't all that's
reouired to make moralintend to kill them but fail? Most poison to their coffee instead of

IS IT more morally acceptable
to kill someone accidentally, or

people would go for the first
option - unless their brains
are impaired in regions key to
feeling emotion or divining the
intentions ofothers.

This discovery is helping to
unravel how we make moral
judgements and has implications
for people's fitness to serve as
jurors or iudges.

"They judged attempted
harm, including murder, as
permissible as long as no
actual harm was done"

To probe emotion's role in
moral decision-making, Liane
Young and her colleagues at the
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology turned to nine people
whose emotional responses were
impaired due to damage in the
ventromedial prefrontal cortex.

Young presented these people
with za moral dilemmas. each

sugar. In another scenario, a
person tries but fails to kill

than failed attempts at deliberate iudgements. You must also be able
harm (Neuron, DOI: ro.ro16/ to divine the intentions ofothers.

So Young's team temporarily

I disabled a brain region considered
! indispensable for this -the right

-' 
temporoparietal iunction - in

E zo volunteers using transcranial
= magnetic stimulation. This time,

f; volunteers rated failed attempts
at harming others as 15 per cent
more acceptable than when their
brains were not undergoing TMS
(Procee ding s of the N ational
Academy of Sciences, DOI:
ro.ro73/pnas.o 9t 48z6t o7). Young
concludes that both emotion and
recognising intent in others are
key to moral judgements.

Owen Jones of Vanderbilt
University in Nashville, Tennessee,
highlights the findings' relevance
to the iaw. "They reveal regions
that simply must be intact and
functioning for people to make
important moral and legal

It 'sOKif she'snotdead decisions."hesavs. I

Monsoons send
Asian pollution
round the world
ASIAN pol lut ion is a global problem.
Millions of tonnes of soot, sulphur
dioxide and other pollutants are fast-
tracked into the stratosDhere each
year by the summer monsoon.

"The monsoon is one of the most
powerf ul atmospheric circulation
systems on the planet, and it happens
to form right over a heavily polluted
region," says William Randel of the
US National Center for AtmosDheric
Research in Boulder, Colorado.

The stratosphere begins about
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12 kilometres up, above the
troposphere where weather systems
like the monsoon develoD. Most
pollution stays below the boundary
between the two. However, by using
satellite instruments to track hydrogen
cyanide, a minor but telltale ingredient
of the pol lut ion, Randel and his
colleagues found "pipes" of polluted
air moving through the boundary.

They think that the exceptional
updraughts of air inside the monsoon's
giant clouds can bust through and
send pollution deep into the
stratosphere (Science, DOli tO.Ll26 I
science.1182274). This is where the
planet's ozone layer sits, f iltering out
ultraviolet radiation from the sun.

The f indings wil l  tr igger a radical

rethink about the state of the
stratosphere. "Received wisdom has
been that gases l ike sulphur dioxide
and nitrogen oxides don't make it into
the stratosphere," says Peter Bernath
of the University of Yor( UK, a
member of the research team.
"Nitrogen oxides in part icularare of
concern," he says, because they can
destroy ozone. Sulphur dioxide can
shroud the planet in a cool ing haze.

John Pyle, a specialist on the
ozone layer at the University of
Cambridge, agrees that the research

"The monsoon is extremely
powerful, and it happens
to form right over a heavily
polluted region"

raises key questions. "How much will
the transport of pol lut ion change in
the future, as emissions increase
or the monsoon changes?" he says.
It's unclear whether climate change
will weaken or intensify monsoons.

In the lower atmosphere,
pol lutants l ike sulphur dioxide "rain
out" of the air within days. But in the
stratosphere they can stay aloft for
years, spread by fast winds known
asjets, meaning the threat is global.
The effects may have already been
unwittingly detected: researchers
recently noted an increase in sulphate
particles in the stratosphere around
the globe, which could be l inked to
China's rapid industrialisation over
the Dast decade. Fred Pearce I


